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Harding’s Installment Plan
By Jimmy Fowler

There’s a lot going on beneath the surface of Fort Worth artist Timothy
Harding’s work, although it’s not always apparent at first. He earned a master’s
in painting at TCU and currently specializes in stark, somewhat detached
drawings, paper sculptures, and installations. The works are large-scale and
employ carefully composed bits of bare-bones industrial material –– paper,
extension cords, fluorescent light bars –– that confront the viewer with lines,
angles, edges, bright white light, and shadows.
The fact that Harding is very spare in
his use of color and contrast suggests
he’s not interested in easy emotional
manipulation, although he definitely
hopes to inspire a reaction in the
viewer. “I’ve always appreciated those
massive abstract paintings,” said the
artist, 27, who grew up in Irving.
Harding’s early influences include
Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko.
“They have a real presence in the
room,” he said. “I’d like my work to be
aggressive in that way and maybe inspire a little bit of fear. Many of the works
have their own lighting system. I’d like people to think ‘Could this be a fire
hazard?’ ”
Harding’s installations, which often take up entire walls, suggest journalistic
exposés of modern corporate and communications systems. “Light Experiment
# 2” (2009) features a bloom of folded dark-gray paper protruding from the
center of an abstract industrial shape whose lines are created by extension
cords stapled to the wall, a favorite technique of the artist’s. He also does
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simple extension-cord drawings that recreate iconic pop culture images like
Bart Simpson (2010’s “Bart”) as well as famous paintings like the French
Romantic artist Theodore Gericault’s 19th century “Raft of the Medusa” (2010’s
“Medusa Cord”). Harding’s extension-cord lines look like distilled patterns of
illustrations, suggesting his fascination with the underlying patterns of art and
life.
“My work in general is this active investigation of stuff,” Harding said. “I think
about the relationship of the individual to systems and infrastructures like
highways, cityscapes, and business. I use the extension cord because it’s a
simple, universal object that’s crucial to allowing systems to work. There are
extension cords everywhere in our lives hidden behind furniture and running
through office
cubicles.”
The artist cites some non-visual art influences, including progressive metal
bands such as Rage Against the Machine and Hella, the films of Stanley Kubrick,
and the architecture of Frank Gehry and Zaha Hadid. Harding is also a TV news
junkie who’s fascinated (and more than a little pissed off) by the way global
economic forces affect individuals. He read Karl Marx’s The Communist
Manifesto when he was a teenager and believes it still offers a potent critique
of the dehumanizing aspects of capitalism that have come to be accepted as a
part of life in the Western world. Indeed, Harding says one of the reasons he
does so many installations is that they are more about art as an experience than
as a commodity. They exist for the length of a show and then disappear after
closing night.
Speaking of shows, Harding was the only Fort Worth artist selected to
participate in this year’s Texas Biennial. His massive multimedia installation,
“Don’t Forget to Dot the I in Power” (2011), was the first piece to greet viewers
entering Box 13 ArtSpace in Houston. The artist also is preparing for a one-man
show in July at the Fort Worth Community Arts Center that will include one
large installation and several smaller works commenting on it. He hopes to
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further develop the sense of wry humor intended in his work and communicate
it effectively to viewers.
“I try to address a few different audiences with the work,” Harding said. “There’s
the intellectual crowd, which part of me fights against, but I am curious about
what they think. And then there are people who don’t know a lot about
contemporary art. I want to create something that’s cool for them too.”

